[Electrocardiographic T-wave amplitude of normal population and its correlation with age, sex and race].
To establish a normal electrocardiographic T wave amplitude standard in Chinese population according to age and sex. The electrocardiographic T wave amplitudes in 4,322 persons among normal population; aged from birth to eighty-five years old divided into 11 age-groups, were analyzed. The 97.5th percentile(P97.5) and 2.5th percentile(P2.5) were considered as the upper and the lower limit of normal T wave amplitudes and T/R ratio. Wilcoxon rank sum test was used to determine whether the normal electrocardiographic T wave amplitude and the T/R ratio were different in P97.5 value versus mean + 1.96 s value, in men versus women, and in Chinese versus Americans. The linear correlation analysis was used to examine the association between normal T amplitude and age as well as between T/R ratio and age. The normal T wave amplitudes and T/R ratio in all leads were greater in P97.5 value than in mean + 1.96 s value and were greater in men than in women. The normal T wave amplitudes of adults were greater in Chinese than in Americans except V1 lead in which the amplitudes were greater in Americans than in Chinese. There was moderate or marked correlation of normal T wave amplitude and T/R ratio with age in most of the leads. There are marked differences of age, sex and race in normal electrocardiographic T wave amplitudes.